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Engli:ep;~;;~:; ~!sc~:~:!~1i~~nin high sch?ol and college 
and spelling to problems in c~rns '. ranging from mechanics programs now in use te organ1~ation and content. Many 

~~m~~=i~;~;~s~~;h;~o~~;; ~~i~~1;:~:~go;;f~;t:w~ta!i1c1!v:is be . . . . · is is most obviously true in 
togi~ning ~omposition, where the teacher often feels forced c oose etween a narrow, restricted startin • a scatter-shot approach which does nth· g-point and is however a d . 0 ing very well. There lo;s of spe~ifi~r~y uct~e appro~ch which is generalized ·with out 
program emerged fro~ ourew:;~e~~a~~ea;~ t~~ ~asic de~i~n of this course offered b th O me ia composition Minnesota Duluth b~t ~~artmE_mt_ of Engl~sh at the University of a 1 . , ' e principles which underlie it ma pp yin several other circumstances as well. y 

l. Assumptions and Objectives 

This P7ogram_was designed to fulfill several Ion -ran 
~d cumulative obJectives which, though limited in -o!e ge 
~:p~~;~~!h w~~!po~~~~;~ed :/u~1tantial basis for fu;ther work 
as follows (in order of pri~;it~)~tated, these objectives were 

1) To develop a heuristic for the d' 
th

. iscovery and sorting of 
ings to be said; 

2) To develop control of a specific model for argumentative 
paragraphs; 

3) To develop control of a specific model for argumentative 
essays; 

4) To develop c_ ontro_ l of an acceptable wri· tten · 1 dialect, and especia ly its high-frequency, high-utility features. 

The decision to begin with argumentative writin was m d 
~~u~:i;:~~~=n~p!:o:~~~l~n~tructured (th~reby le~ding i:s:l~e~o and be . very common in an academic setting cause argument involves the most· b • ' • o vious awareness of 
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occasion, audience, and logical progression (adequate evidence, 
warranted conclusions, etc.)--an ·awareness which the students 
intuitively possessed in advance. 

The program was designed under several specific assumptions 
about the teaching of composition which have been borne out by 
the results of _the program during the past two years, although 
it should be emphasized that this is an interim report, rather 
than a final evaluation. Early results, however, have been 
sufficient to suggest that these assumptions have merit and 
deserve more exten5ive testing. Briefly stated, the under-
lying assumptions of the program were as follows: 

1) It was assumed that students could best learn to 
structure their material by imitation of specific 
models; 

2) It was assumed that students could progress more rapidly 
if the long-range, cumulative objectives of the program 
could be broken down into a series of immediate but 
incremental objectives whenever possible; 

3) It was assumed that students could best learn the features 
of an acceptable written dialect by imitation (including 
copying, substitution, and embedding), rather than by 
analysis of grammatical structure; 

4) It was assumed that students could progress more 
rapidly if they were consciously aware of the specific, 
immediate objectives (and consequent criteria for 
evaluation) of each assignment as.well as the cumulative 
objectives of the program. 

It is obvious that these assumptions are not original to this 
program; however, they do take on specific meanings in the total 
design, especially since their advantages are not cancelled out 
in the combination. 

Finally, the program was designed in view of several facts 
about the students themselves, facts which probably apply in 
some measure to most students in a beginning composition 
program. Their conscious recognition, however, is basic to the 
design of any productive approach to teaching composition: 

1) The students were inexperienced writers, but they were 
experienced and competent speakers of English; 

2) The students were already aware of many features of 
argument, including an intuitive sense of occasion, 
audience, and logic; 

3) The students already had a sense of "fair play" in 
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argument: they knew that rational argument (logo_s) was not always persuasive; they.knew that emotional appeals (pathos) were frequently persuasive, especially in advertising; and they knew that, rightly or wrongly, their projection of s~lf (ethos) could inhibit or enhance their ability to persuade an.audience; 

4) The students were already aware of the need to adjust to specific audiences and occasions, especially in the oral language but also in writing, and already knew how to make these conventional adjustments at several levels. 

2. Paragraph and Essay Models 

The idea of imitation is nothing new--mimesis is a technique as old as the Greek rhetoricians. This idea, coupled with the assumption that long-range objectives are best achieved in incremental steps, led quite naturally to two basic argumentative models. The paragraph model, already a smaller step, was further broken down: first, students copied a typical claim-support-conclusion paragraph; second, they were asked to sort out the claim, the conclusion., and the support from a scrambled paragraph; third, given a claim and support, they provided several possible (and warranted) conclusions; fourth, given a claim, they provided several possible supporting statements (statistics, authoritative opinion, personal experience; examples), sorted out the most persuasive, and drew a warranted conclusion; finally, they were given a few assignments with the claim-support-conclusion paragraph model to be sure that they could control both its structure and its logical progression. To no one's surprise, they could. 

Essentially the same procedures were used to estabiish an argumentative essay model, again brea~ing the essay into incremental steps, of which the claim-support-conclusion paragraph model was one. First, the students copied a typical ess_ay with the model organization indicated in the margin; second, they substituted other transitional phrases for those used in the model; third, they practiced imitating a concluding paragraph containing a conclusion-signal (therefore, thus, in conclusion, etc.), a summary of the 'ilssay's arguments (two or three claims), and a restatement of the thesis (a,~ajor claim); fourth, the students worked on an introductory paragraph containing an "opener" and a thesis statement. At this point, the students controlled the basic ingredients of the essay model, so they were given several essay assignments to see if they could imitate both the structure and the logical progression of the model. And, again to no one's surprise, they could. 
This approach no doubt appears to be very restrictive, and 
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time it should be obvious that these it is' though at the same . . es. ecially in the academic basic models hav7 ~ide ~PP;~~~1~o~; ob~ious that other m?dels etting. In addition' it . 5) In our work with the s • d (see below section • d could be designe ' . Duluth • for example, we use concentrated Employment Program in nda a~d a variety of reports. models for business let~ers, memo:~vid; a point of departure f?r Other models can be ~esigned_t? p The point of the whole series other kinds of exposi~ory writ:n~. not a fixed and unbreakable is to establish a basis for wr~~~~;d state should be invite~ to mold, and students at a ~~rer~blem for most inexperienced wr:ters transcend the.models. T P_ h. 'deas and models provide Y to organize t e1.r 1. , 
1 

is finding some wa . bi problem to establish severa least one .way. It is not a g at which students may choose. models among 

Mechanics and Style 3. 
ems of mechanics and style have been For many years' pr?bl h but the approaches have not f English teac ers, b a major concern o . d of new materials has een changed much, even ~h?ugh a myrita tural to transformational f t ditional to s rue produced, rom ra handbooks to programmed texts •. grammar, from workbook: t? ed b many research reports, is The basic problem, as 1nd1ca~ ofy rammatical structure does always the same: the an_aly~1~ gWi th all of this research' not appear to transfer :o writing. t teach new writing habits by it certainly seems futile to try o 

analysis. 
we decided to emulate some of In designing our program,l e teachers by emphasizing the methods_o~ mo~ern foreign ~ng~~~erns, rather than conj~gaproductive imitation of st~n~ar s~b·ects and verbs, correction t ions declensions' underlining 1 t~ 1 ·devices that apparently ' 1 h ther ana Y 1.ca • of errors, and al t e o h involved copying, substi-go nowhere. Basicall~, our ~p~:~:~ding, all of whi~h are tut ion and pattern drill,. an A ain this is nothing new. productive and not_a~alytic~~;s w!th; pattern-drill approa~h Fisher reports positive :es E 1· h and Mellon reports posi-in Linguistics and Remed:al i~gr~:n~formational Sentence-Embedtive results with e~bed~ing . h anticipates several features ding a recent publication_whic ncurrently with the work on __ , 0 materials ran co . h of our program. ur did not interfere, since t e . paragraph and essay models, but f the program in which mechanics models remained a separate p~rt ~ved and style were not directly invo • 

tudents were asked to copy some Throughout t~e term, s_ h was eriodically checked. materials into a Journal whic 11 tped at the end of each week, h • rnals were co ec f Typically, t e JOU . least 300 words each day, our so students were co~ying at 2 000 words in the quarter. Half days a week, appro~imately 1 ' enerated by the instructors, of the journal assignments were g 
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while the other half were chosen from respectable magazines 
(Harper's, New Yorker, Esquire, Ramparts, etc.) by the students themselves. The students were also required to comment upon the significance of the journal selections. If any errors/in copying were made, the students were asked to copy the selection 
over. Naturally, this was onerous work, but it did involve a steady kinetic reproduction of standard prose patterns and compressed, as it were, the effects of extended reading into a 
shorter span of time, with a minimum of supervision and class time. We were satisfied th'at this kind of exercise did transfer to writing, since the number of infelicities at all levels of 
structure was significantly reduced (see below, section 6). 

In addition to the copying exercises, students were given specific instruction in highly frequent mechanical problems such as confusion of to/too, their/there, know/no, its/it's, etc. 
Since we couldn 'twork on everything at once, it was decided 
that specific attention would be given only to those forms which were very frequent in the language and which generated the most negative responses in the reader. The problems individualized 
quite rapidly, which was to be expected; thus, on a given assignment, a student might be responsible for imitating the structure and logic of the model, documenting his support, and avoiding confusion of their/there, to/too, plus a few specific misspellings of frequent wor~This meant that the evaluator was forced to wink at several other problems which might be developing in the same assignment in order to concentrate the student's attention upon a few. This procedure seems very sensible and could be expected to work. It did. Naturally, many problems remained at the end of the term, but the students were in control of the most frequently-occurring forms, which substantially reduced their chances of making errors in their 
assignments in Freshman English. 

Besides copying and concentration upon highly specific 
individual problems, two other devices were used to try to 
develop some specific syntactic habits. Following the lead of 
foreign language teachers, we set up some specific syntactic 
patterns and asked students to manufacture a large number of similar patterns, both orally and in writing. For example, if 
students were having some trouble with subject-verb agreement, it was always because something (phrase, clause, or whatever) intervened between the subject and the verb, something which 
contained an item of different number than the subject. It was a simple matter to set up several sentences involving such a pattern, elicit some of the same type orally, and ask students 
to write many sentences of the same type, using their own 
vocabulary. Naturally·, no mention was made of technical grammatical terminology, since the studetns already knew the patterns orally anyway. This technique was supplemented by a program involving the embedding of smaller sentences into larger, more 
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ex sentences. Kellogg Hunt has suggested (pr~bably cor-compl -- 1 .- t· ••maturi_ty" can be measured 1n terms of tly) that sty 1s 1c .• · -- ·- tut rec umber of embeddings occurring in stude~ts' __ sentence-ou p • the n h . t- 1 _· zed on this observation in his recent work. I 11on as cap1 a 1 • h n \e h little doubt that students began to ave sy -For us t ere was - 1 • rting • 'd · ff' cul ties as they tried to relate t 1e1r suppo . tactl~s ~og~cally' rather than simply listing ~hem, an~ a ser~es remar beddfog exercises appeared to improve the1 r capac1 ty to o of_ em A airi it must be recognized that the s~udents already this. . g ' . t in the oral 1 anguage as nat1 ve speakers of 
haV~. t~~s t~:p:~~c~rn of the embedding exercises _and. the ~at tern Eng is ' f that prior competence to their wr1 tten drills was to trans er 
work. 

4_ Invention and Pre-Writing . 
Thus far we have described the prog~a1: as it app !1;s to 

1 ' • ob· ecti ves emphas 1 zing the nee _ or three of the four ~aJor h J But it~ most important objective, 
incremental steps fl: ~:~ristic for discovery and sorti~g of the developmen~ o b d'scussed In a companion article, material, remains to e lb der. analysis of the problem of 'Ir. Bacig has presented a roa_ t~ describe the classroom tech-

t • Here our concern 1s inven ion. ' d. the proaram techniques which were • ues that were use in ~ ' • d th prob niq ,, . . ,. These techniques were a1me at e . -called pre-wn ting· . d for things to be said. lem of establishing a ~1scovery ~:~c:n~::ad an effort was made 
-This wa: not an. analyft1ca~/r~~:de~ts thems;lves as they con-to elicit materials rom e 
fronted an issue. k d earlier that students came to the P:ogram It was remar. e . . . of occasion and audience with considerable 1nt~1t1ve a;~::n:!~reness can be made confrmn their oral exper_1ence. 1 . t d . pre-writing. Too often scious and.then usefully expo~ :ud~:nce; but in an argumenta-students do not wr1 te to. a rea h ther as in an oral debate tive format, they can writfe hto eacd·e~ce c;n be openlv discussed, . . The demands o t e au 1 • s1tuat1on. f h dience's values and consequent especially in terms o t ~ au . clearl in mind, then the expectations. If the a~d1ence i~s for se l~cting' from all the students have an obJective ~~sh most likely to be persuasive possible arguments, those w ic are 

Another basic idea in pre-writing emerge: from the fac~ bl • r linguistic competence in that students have considera e ~r10 f an issue generated more 
h 1 language Oral d1scuss1on o • . t e ora -- •. h •tino- out tentative outlines, ideas in a given time span t a~hw:~ we;e immediate in the oral since the exchange and the fee at dent's remark often triggered • • •-10re important one s u s1tuat1on. -• - ' 1 so that t_he teacher no f 1 esp onse in someone e se, a more use u r • d f'lter These unstruc-longer had to function as a P:o o~h: b~sis for a better

tured discussions' then' prov:ded debate out of which some 
, informed approach to tdhe en~~:ng uppo~ting statements emerged. specific arguments an speci ic s 
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Pre-writing proceeded in incremental steps, following 
the steps f?r con~rol of the pa:agraph and essay models. After 
a_general discussion of the topic, students were asked to pro
vide suppo:t (or~lly} for a specific claim which had emerged 
from the dis~ussion. For example, given a general discussion 
on ~he question of college credit for the remedial course (a 
subJect c!os 7 to the hearts of the students, who were currentl 
enrolled in_ it), some students made the claim that giving credrt 
was a good idea because the students would be better motivat d 
Th: next_step was to elicit some evidence which would suppor~ • 
this claim: 1) rewarding students was better than punishin 
them; 2) students deserved credit for the heavy work load r 
the course; 3) du:ing_examination periods, students would b~ 
forced to spend their time on their credited courses rathe 
than the ~on-credit_course; 4) the students were p~t behi~d 
schedule in completing their degree work in four years which 
was discouraging. These pieces of support were record;d on the 
blackboa:d. Then the stude~ts had to decide on the strongest 
support in terms of the claim, the audience (in this case the 
Freshman English Committee), the accuracy of the support 'and 
draw a warranted conclusion. As the students progressed' the 
were con~ron~ed_with a proposition (thesis) and asked to,pro-Y 
duce claim: in its support--claims which in turn had to be su _ 
porte~ • Finally, general topics like ''Industrial Pollution" p 
were in~rod~ced, a~d the students, again orally, had to restrict 
the top~c S Pollutrnn of the St. Louis River by the Cloquet Wood 
Indu:tries , for example), generate a proposition, and form a 
th:sis. If ~he discussion broke down for lack of information, 
this ~as a signal to head for the library, especially for arti
cles in current journals. This approach, by the way, was much 
better than a "bu:y-work 11 library exercise for persuading 
stu~ents to use library resources. Finally, the students wrote 
thei: paper:, following the paragraph and essay models, docu
men~ing their sources, and aiming their work at a specific 
audience. 

As the program continued, formal pre-writing was reduced 
more and more, so that individual students had to fill in the 
gaps o~ ~heir own, until finally they were able to confront a 
proposition, genera~e a thesis, find support for claims, and 
draw warranted, rational conclusions. We found that as the 
students inc:easingly worked on their own, a brief i~troduction 
of the classical topdi (topics) was useful, especially the 
cause-effect, antece ent-consequence, and problem-solution 
cons~ru~ts, as well as testimony (authority, testimonial, law, 
statist~cs, etc.). Of these, cause-and-effect was the most 
pr?ductive of arguments, and testimony was most productive of 
evidence •. Toes: constructs emerged rather naturally from the 
gener~l discus:ions, but_their formal specification provided a 
c?nscious,_ ra~1onal sorting-device for breaking down a oroposi
t1on and f1nd1ng arguments and evidence when students were 
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working al one . 

s. Abstraction of Paragraph and Essay Models 

Although from some points of view the methods used to 
abstract the models used in this program may be irrelevant, it 
would seem that a specification of these methods, simple as 
they are, might enable other teachers to abstract their own 
models to suit their particular needs. More important, such a 
specification would enable a considerable expansion of our 
admittedly restricted program to cover other kinds of composi
tion. 

The basis for this procedure is tagmemic grammar, the 
slot-filler system. Originally, tagmemic analysis was designed 
to abstract "formulas" for word formation, phrases, clauses, and 
sentences in a given language. Recently, however, in an article 
in College Composition and Communication (December, 1965), 
A.L. Becker attempted to apply tagmemic analysis to paragraph 
structure, arguing, essentially, that the paragraph could be 
seen as a linguisitic unit. This kind of analysis was discussed 
in greater detail by Francis Christensen, Paul C. Rodgers, Jr., 
and Becker in a symposium on the paragraph in the )lay 1966 issue 
College Composition and Communication. This application is pro
ctuctive because it enables the abstraction of paragraph structure 
by a definition of the "slots 11 (such as claim-support-conclusion) 
and a sense of the "fillers, 11 i.e., the nature of claim-sentences 
as opposed to support-sentences and conclusion-sentences. More
over, at the essay level, it is easy to specify other slots and 
fillers, such as transition-slots, as well as expanding paragraph 
structure to essay structure, with specific slots defined in in
troductory and concluding paragraphs, as indicated in section 2 
above. 

To demonstrate the procedure more explicitly, we might 
examine another kind of paragraph. In an effort to set up a 
model for a compare-contrast paragraph, several examples of 
such paragraphs were examined, both in successful student 
essays and in professional work. These were broken apart, 
sentence by sentenc~ to determine the relationship between the 
first and second sentences, the second and third, the first and 
third, the second and fourth, etc. It was easy to show that the 
first sentence typically established the basis for comparison or 
contrast, and the next few sentences typically described the 
first member (person, project, policy, etc.) of the comparison 
in terms of the basis previously established. Then a "shifter" 
(.likewise, on the other hand, etc.) appeared, followed by a 
descript1onof7:n°ecitner member of the comparison, again in 
terms of the basis .for comparison established in the first 
sentence. Finally, a concluding sentence evaluated the signifi
cance of the two members in terms of the basis for comparison. 
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Out of this analysis emerges a model for a compare-contrast par
agraph: 1) statement of basis for comparison; 2) descrip
tion of A; 3) ''shifter"; 4) description of B; S) evalua
~ion. This tu 7ns out to be a productive paragraph model, once 
its structure is abstracted, and it is readily expanded to a 
compare-contrast essay model, just like the claim-support-con
clusio~ model. More important, the logical progression of this 
mod71 is easier to manage, since the basis for comparison is 
avail~ble for reference and testing. Naturally, a pre-writing· 
t 7chnique emerges too, with discussion of both members, estab
~ishment of bases for comparison, etc., and students then fill 
in the slots of the model with their own material. 

This same procedure is adaptable for many different kinds 
of writing, a fact which is tacitly recognized in the forms for 
business letters, police reports, memoranda, casework reports, 
etc., that appear so frequently in training manuals for industry 
and government agencies. While working in a communications 
project in the Concentrated Employment Program in Duluth, we 
had to abstract models for several kinds of institutional com
munications, since the people in the program were being trained 
for paraprofessional positions in schools and government agen
cies. This experience persuaded us that the imitation of models 
w~s_indeed a widely adaptable approach for many kinds of compo
sition. 

6, Interim Results 

The program described in this report has not been tested 
~ong enough to warrant definite conclusions. At the same time, 
it seemed that some purpose would be served by reporting the 
progress made thus far. In the fall quarter of 1968, two 
experimental sections were arranged (with a total of 65 students, 
31 in one section and 34 in the other--an absurd overload!). 
By the quarter's end, sixty students remained in the program. 
Of these, 90 per cent definitely controlled the structure of 
the basic argumentative paragraph and essay models, and about 
72 per cent could manage the logical progression inherent in 
the models. By checking the frequency of stylistic and mechan
ical errors in earlier and later papers, we were able to show 
an average reduction of errors of about SO_ per cent at all 
levels of structure: spelling reduced from 71 errors in the 
first set of papers to 39 in the last, with more drastic reduc
tion of errors in frequently-occurring words; punctuation 
errors reduced from 22 errors in the first set to 8 in the 
last; syntactic errors reduced from 19 in the first set to 8 
in the last; stylistic errors from 11 in the first set to 6 
in the last. Errors in high-frequency forms like its/it's, 
their/there, your/y-oti_'_r_e, to/too, etc., were virtually elimi
nated--from 47 in ~rst papers to four in the last papers. 
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In order to get some sense of the efficacy_of the reme~ial 
rogram in preparing students for Freshman Engll~h, we obtai~ed 

their final grades in English 1 ~nd a verbal estimate of their 
k from their instructors. Tins last step was necessary 

~o~ause of the common final examination in use at the time, 
e examination in which students' papers (written <luring the 

an -hour examination period) were read and graded by two other tWO - f 'l d h' instructors in the Department. lf a studen~ ai e t ~s ~aper, 
he failed the course, no matter what his prior grades in<licat 7d. 
This practice (which has since bee~ aban~oned as grossly un~a1r) 

ld have made for considerable distortion of the results if wou 1 • • d • t th he instructors' opinions had not been so icite prior o e 
~onunon examination. Of the 60 students who finis~ed the r~me
dial course, 36 were allowed to register for English 1 (10 
failed to pass the course, and 4 withdrew before the end of the 
term). Of the 36 who passed the remedial program, 13_passed_and 
11 failed. The remaining 12 were not able to enroll :n Engl~sh 
1 because the sections were closed. Of the 11 w~o f~iled, five 
ere doing passing work prior to the common examination. Of 

:hose who passed, one received a B, eight recei~e<l C's and four 
eceived D's. This improvement over the previous quarter was 

~o doubt due in part to greater experience in teaching the pro
gram and the substantially smaller class· size, ~s w7ll as some 
improvements in the materials. Moreover, by tins time we had 
argued successfully for the abolition of mandatory '.'s for 
students who failed the common examination, so the instructors' 
judgment of a student's progress was More likely to stand. 

In the Fall quarter of the following year (1969), we had 
five sections of remedial English, with about 25 student~ per 
section, and three sections are currently being offered in the 
Winter term. Although final grades for English~ in the Winter 
term are not yet available, we were able to obtain some 
sense of the students I progress to date, and indications are 
that about 80% are doing passing work, which represents a 
substantial improvement over the average during 1968-69. 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

The experimental program in reme<l~al compos~tion described 
in this report was designed on the basic assumption, borrowed 
from the teaching of foreign languages, that st1:1d~nts could 
best learn to write minimally acceptahle compositl?ns by pro
ductive imitation of paragraph and essay models which had been 
divided whenever possible into a series of incremental steps. 
The cumulative objectives of the program were to. develop a 
heuristic for the discovery and sorting of material, to c?ntrol 
specific paragraph and essay models, and to control the high
frequency features of an acceptable written dialect• ·111~se 
objectives were fulfilled in incremental ~tages by exercises . 
based on tagmemic subs ti tut ion and emhedd1ng at several leve 15 



~! st ru~ture and by pre-writing exercises involving prior 

. 1.:'cuss1.o~s' debates' and speeches' thus moving from. oral ~ral 

wn tten d1.sc?urse. Preliminary results· have indicat d th 0 

the pro gr~ 1.s productive and can be modified to d 1 . · ~t 

several different kinds of writing. ea w1.t1 
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Film-Making 

and Teaching Composition 

by RONALD L. L YCETTE 

Bemidji State College 

Since the rise of universal college education in the United 

States, there have been increasing cries of alarm in academic 

circles about the unwillingness of today's students to read. 

Newsweek critic Jack Kroll wrote that "the act of reading is not 

central to the youthful sensibilities of our age, which have 

forgotten that this act is the original, the true psychedelic 

experience" (April 13, 1970). And Karl Shapiro, one of our most 

respected contemporary thinkers, wrote in a nationally serialized 

newspaper editorial that we are experiencing a "literary break

down," a vulgarization of young minds seduced by "kitsch-carnp

op-pop-absurdist-revolutionary sweepings and swill" (Minneapolis 

Sunday Tribune, April 19, 1970). Shapiro arrogantly accuses 

today's youth in sweeping generalizations of snivelling self

pity, "mindlessness," and subjective "gibberish." 

Now it is evident that many college students suffer from 

verbal and visual illiteracy in that they lack the sensitivity 

to appreciate good books and good films. There is a definite 

breakdown in "sensibility" and it is alarming. However, what 

most advocates of academic despair often fail to realize is that 

the contemporary young person is not without great emotional and 

intellectual potentials. This is, indeed, the age of television 

and films more than a great age of literature; but, contrary to 

much academic assumption, the influence of film is not neces

sarily negative. Teachers who scoff at films and expect only 

30% of their students to learn what they teach are more at 

fault, I submit, than their subjective students. Although 

movies are visual, they do deal with principles of composition, 

with character, with plot, with symbols, and with moral implica

tions. If verbal literacy has suffered, then educators must find 

a means of restoring its value. Today's students have a highly 

deveioped visual imagination, and this alone perhaps makes them 

better potential learners than students of preceding generations. 

Literacy is not merely the province of the printed page, because 

it involves numerous senses and media. 

An experimental freshman class at Bemidji State College 

during the 1969-70 term produced several short films and studied 

the relationships of verbal and visual composition. It was a 

successful effort to fuse the interest of the teacher in poetry, 
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